
(Corvette C6 - continued)
10) Working from the passenger side, come across the front end and carefully but finnly stretch the SpeedLingerie™ towards

the driver side. Gather 6-8" of material at the molded fastener strip in your hands, and carefully but finnly pull from the
side at the midpoint and the lower corner (spoiler level). Repeat step#8 to clip the fastener on the driver side.

11) At the driver side, attach the small side clips (near the top) to the edges of the wheel well liner, inside the wheel well.
12) Repeat step#l1 on the passenger side.
13) Re-attach and adjust the top edge of the SpeedLingerifiTM.
14) Attach the (2) QuiKlipS'" at the top edge of the SL onto the body (just inside the headlights). .
15) Flip the Rat Tabs at the top edge of the SpeedLingerkfM into the gaps just inside each headlight assy.

Mirror Cover Installation

1) To differentiate between passenger and driver side mirror cover, the vinyl covered loop portion of the hook & loop
fastener folds down and over the hooked portion.

2) Lower/open windows. Close doors. Enjoy the opportunity to work with your car and take your time.
3) Begin at passenger side. Open the hook & loop tab.
4) Stretch out mirror cover tension cord and slip the cover over the mirror head. NOTE! Support the mirror head properly

during installation.
S) Form the mirror cover into place using both hands and temporarily fasten the hook and loop tab. NOTE! Refer to Pre-

installation Step #1 if you are unsure whether you are installing the appropriate mirror cover on the correct side.
6) With both hands, continue fanning the mirror cover into place (like molding clay). Adjust material around face of mirror

until mirror-opening edges at tension cord align and meet. You may need to open/close hook & loop tab several times
during this process.

7) Repeat Steps # 2 - 5 at driver side.

Final Adjustment

1) Adjust SpeedLingerier'" where necessary, to assure proper fit. .'
2) For full effect of SpeedLingerie™ design and glove-like fit, allow 72 hours for material(s) to relax and confonn to vehicle's

curves.
3) Park in a wann sunny spot with SpeedLingerifiTM on for a few days, to help the process.
4) You may apply a quality vinyl conditioner if you so desre,

Care &: Maintenance

1) For best results, be sure that vehicle surfaces are clean and dry before installing SpeedUngerie.
2) Always inspect SpeedLingerier'" fasteners and surfaces that contact vehicle for possible debriS, sand, grit, etc ... and

remove before installation.
3) Periodically remove SpeedLingerie™ to allow complete aeration of vehicle paint finish and 5peedUngerie materials.
4) Remove SpeedLingerifiTM before washing vehicle. .
5) Remove SpeedLingerifiTM after exposure to rain or other fluids/moisture.
6) Clean outer vinyl surfaces of SpeedLingerie™ with a high quality conditioner during routine car maintenance.
7) Clean felt inner surface with water if necessary, allowing it to dry completely, and brush/vacuum out any remaining

particles.
8) Rubber will stain vinyl. 00 NOT store your SpeedLingerie"" in direct contact with any rubber products (ie: tires, hoses,

etc) as vinyl is a very porous material and will absorb the black carbon in rubber products, resulting in a stain on the
vinyl.

Congratulations again on the purchase of your SpeedLingerifiTM.

Installation Ouestions? Call1(SOOl 570-1579 for assistance.
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